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1 - The Omni Keyblade?

KINGDOM HEARTS AND THE FORGOTTEN KEYBLADE

SORA: It�s a letter from the king.

RIKU: Well what does it say?

SORA: It says:Dear Sora and friends another problem has occourd in the kindom and worlds. The
heartless and nobodies are wreking havok on everything the king has once again left to help fix the
problem but we need you to help too. If you accept Donald and Goofy will pick you up in the Gummi
ship. If you accept and arrive ill tell you about someone who knows about the keyblade than you or the
king. Sincely Queen Minnie.

SORA: well ill accept but how do we leave?

RIKU: Somehow they already knew that you would accept cause here the ship now. Go on Sora ill stay
here.

SORA: Allright

LATER AT THE CASTLE

MINNIE: Welcome Sora. Before we get into deep convertion abot the worlds let me introduce the master
of all keyblades. Known only as Dragon.

DRAGON: So you are the chosen hero of the light keyblade. The omni keyblade tells me your name is
Sora.

SORA: Omni keyblade?

DRAGON: Yes this keyblade can match anyother keyblade in power another name for it is the forgotten
keybalde, but enough of talk the heartless has amast a gigantic army against the nobodies if the war
cantinues every world will be destroyed. Now the omni keyblade can teleprot me and only me anywhere
I want ill follow you your keyblade has one feture mine dosent it has no dark emergy in it.

TO BE CONTINUED



2 - A new keyblade master and axel returns

KINGDOM HEARTS AND THE FORGOTTEN KEYBLADE

SORA: Can you tell me a few things about the omni keyblade?

DRAGON: Well for starters it can open any lock including one made by your keyblade. It also is capable
of overpowering any keyblade. It take any form without using a key chain it reflects its usres emotions.
Black meaning rage, Red meaning pain , blue meaning calm and gold meaning a sence of honor This
keyblade was made before yours eons ago. One could say that the keyblades are timeless artifacts that
have always been but they were sculpted by master locksmiths and sword masters and by yen sid
himself. We are lucky that the blades chose us as its masters our souls are bonded to the blades pure
essence.

SORA: Wow. How do you know so much about the keyblades?

DRAGON: Unlike you Sora I am the first keyblade master. The keyblades true name is not the omni
blade it�s a cover up to mask its power from evil. Its real name is The Keyblade of Time. But it does not
control time. Someone is here its another keyblade master. My blade tells me her name. Come out
Steel.

STEEL: How did you know is was here?

DRAGON: You underestimate my keyblade. Ah the shukiko a powerful blade. I see your thoughts Sora,
Donald, Goofy, Minnie please leave us be we have much to talk about. Go ready the Gummi ship after
we are done we will be off to the first world.

SORA: OK!

STEEL AND DRAGON ARE ALONE

DRAGON: I see you have fellings for a nobody. How can one have fellings for a shell? I also see that
you mask you personality. How would you feel if I bring back axel?



STEEL: How do you know his name?

DRAGON: I can see all thingd with the blade I hold. I have seen what would happen if sora failed his
past adventures. Axel died saving Sora but an empty shell cannot die because it has no heart. (USES
THE KEYBLADES POWER AND REVIVES AXEL) now if it will grant me a heart give it to this shell and
give it life and soul.

TO BE CONTINUED
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